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Abstract: Optical holography capable of the complete
recording and reconstruction of light’s wavefront, plays
significant roles on interferometry, microscopy, imaging,
data storage, and three-dimensional displaying. Conven-
tional holography treats light as scalar field with only
phase and intensity dimensions, leaving the polarization
information entirely neglected. Benefiting from the multi-
ple degrees of freedom (DOFs) for optical field manipula-
tion provided by the metasurface, vectorial holography
with further versatile control in both polarization states
and spatial distributions, greatly extended the scope of
holography. As full vectorial nature of light field has been
considered, the information carried out by light has
dramatically increased, promising for novel photonic
applications with high performance and multifarious
functionalities. This review will focus on recent advances
on vectorial holography empowered by multiple DOFs
metasurfaces. Interleaved multi-atom approach is first
introduced to construct vectorial holograms with spatially
discrete polarization distributions, followed by the versa-
tile vectorial holograms with continuous polarizations
that are designed usually by modified iterative algorithms.
We next discuss advances with further spectral response,
leading to vivid full-color vectorial holography; and
the combination between the far-field vectorial wavefront
shaping enabled by vectorial holography and the near-field

nano-printing functionalities by further exploiting local
polarization and structure color responses of the meta-
atom. The development of vectorial holography provides
new avenues for compact multi-functional photonic
devices, potentially useful in optical encryption, anti-
counterfeiting, and data storage applications.

Keywords: metasurfaces; polarizations; vectorial holog-
raphy.

1 Introduction

Optical holography, the technique for complete wavefront
manipulation of light field, has been showing great
impacts on various optical applications such as interfer-
ometry, microscopy, lensless imaging, data storage, three-
dimensional (3D) display and so on, since its invention by
Dennis Gabor in 1948 [1]. Theword “holography” originally
translates as “total recording” from Greek, meaning that it
cannot only record the intensity information of light as the
usual photography does, but also record the phase infor-
mation, which plays a crucial role on the reconstruction of
a 3D scene of the real world. As electromagnetic field, the
amplitude and phase are only partial attributes of light, the
vectorial/polarization property is equally important but
was always omitted in conventional holography and dif-
fractive optics. To certain extent, the polarization of light
has been controlled in conventional holography, namely,
polarization holography that can multiplex dual holo-
graphic images at orthogonal polarization states by
employing bulky photo-induced birefringence materials
[2–5]. However, the potential of full vectorial holography
including both versatile polarization states and spatial
distributions cannot be entirely exploited due to the
limited degrees of freedom (DOFs) in conventional holo-
graphic recording medium.

On the other hand, optical metasurfaces with spatially
varying nanostructures aiming at versatile wavefront
shaping in a compact way have become a current subject of
intense research in recent years [6–16], due to their
powerful ability to efficiently modulate the amplitude,
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phase, and polarization of light at an ultra-thin planar
platform. By extensively exploiting the optical responses
of meta-atoms with various geometries, sizes and orienta-
tions, optical field manipulation based on metasurfaces
has evolved from the single-DOF at the beginning to mul-
tiple DOFs manipulation nowadays. Based on the single-
DOFmetasurfaceswith pure phasemodulation, a variety of
planar optical devices have already been developed,
including metalens [17–23], metasurface polarization ele-
ments [24–27], metasurface holography [28–36] with high
performances. As the most general wavefront shaping
scheme, metasurface holography has shown superior
performances such as high efficiency [30, 31], high fidelity
[30, 31], and wide viewing angle [37–39]. Further based
on the multi-DOFs manipulation, multi-functionalities
could be integrated in a single metasurface, typically
manifesting multiplexing of holographic information
based on orthogonal physical channels such as polariza-
tion [40–54], wavelength [55–58], and orbital angular
momentum [59–63]. Although significantly increased
controlling capability has been achieved in multiplexed
metasurface holography, the complete reconstruction of a
coherent light wavefront with desired arbitrary polariza-
tion states and distribution is not realized yet until the
proposal of full vectorial holography. Vectorial holography
produces holographic images with desired arbitrary po-
larization states and spatial distributions, in contrast to
previous polarization multiplexing holography that has
only partially vectorial properties. The first metasurface
vectorial holography was demonstrated by interleaving
multiple sub-units each of which produces a particular
polarization state [64]. Since the interleaved number is
limited, the states of encoded polarizations are discretely
distributed with a finite total number. Later on, researchers
took efforts to achieve spatially continuous polarization
distribution upon the holographic image with infinite
numbers of encoded polarization states based on various
modified iterative algorithms [65–67]. Further spectral
manipulation based on multi-DOF metasurfaces leads to
full-color vectorial holography that could display vivid
colorful holographic images with well-designed polariza-
tion distributions [68, 69]. In addition, the vectorial ho-
lography with the capability of far-field manipulation can
be readily combined with near-field manipulation capa-
bility like grayscale and structure color nanoprint, signifi-
cantly expanded the application range of metasurface
holography. As great progress has been achieved in the
field of metasurface holography, many review articles has
well summarized about it [70–88]. In this review article, we
will mainly focus on vectorial holography enabled by
multi-DOF metasurfaces. The content is organized as

follows. In Section 2, we first introduce the vectorial ho-
lography based on the interleaving approach; followed by
continuous vectorial holography in Section 3. In Section 4,
we will discuss the progress on full-color vectorial holog-
raphy. In Section 5, combined vectorial holography and
nanoprint functionality will be included. Finally, in Sec-
tion 6,wewill give an outlook andperspective on the future
development of vectorial holography.

2 Vectorial holography with
discretely distributed
polarization states

To construct the vectorial holography with spatially vary-
ing polarization distributions, multi-DOF metasurfaces
with simultaneous phase and polarization modulation is
required. Deng et al. first demonstrated the vectorial ho-
lography by a diatomic plasmonic metasurface. By
combining geometric Pancharatnam–Berry (PB) phase and
detour phase modulation, it can realize full phase and
polarization control of diffracted light independent of the
incidentwavelength and angle [64]. As shown in Figure 1A,
two identical and mutually orthogonal metal nanorods
were used to independently control the phase and polari-
zation of impinging light by their relative displacements
and orientation angles. It originates from the polarization-
selective diffractionmediated by the anisotropic nanorods.
Each anisotropic nanorod diffracts light with polarization
parallel to its long axis to -1st diffraction order. By arran-
ging two perpendicular nanorods in one unit-cell, orthog-
onal components of diffracted light can be readily
modulated by the parameters of the double nanorods.
Based on the detour phase and geometric PB phase mod-
ulation rules, the relative phase and amplitude ratio be-
tween the two field components are determined by the
relative displacement and orientation angle of the double
nanorods, while the overall phase is determined by the
global displacement with respect to the unit cell boundary.
In order to obtain high diffraction efficiency in the -1st
diffraction order, a metal–insulator–metal (MIM) meta-
grating configuration with well controlled gap plasmon
response was adopted [38]. Utilizing the powerful ability of
simultaneously modulating the phase and polarization
states in diffraction by the diatomic unit cell, it is possible
to obtain a holographic image with discretely distributed
polarization distribution in the -1st diffraction order under
the incidence of linear polarized light [64]. One advantage
of the diatomic design is that, the meta-atoms mentioned
above are all the same in shape and size, with only
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displacement and orientation modulations, which largely
relaxes stringent fabrication requirements. In addition,
other approaches employing combined geometric PB
phase and propagation phase can also achieve the full
phase and polarization control, as realized by a dielectric
single-atom metasurface for vectorial holograms. Such
dielectric metasurface integrates multiple discrete polari-
zation steering channels for various spatial phase distri-
butions into a single birefringent vectorial hologram, and
unwanted crosstalk is effectively suppressed. In this way,
multiple independent target phase profiles with quantized
phase relationships are realized in a single metasurface,
and these phase relationships can handle different infor-
mation in different polarization states. By selecting the
desired combination of input/output polarization states,
the reconstructed vectorial holographic image can be
alternatively switchedwith negligible crosstalk [89]. As the
employed propagation phase in single-atom dielectric
metasurfaces requires multiple sized nanostructures and
the phase is highly dependent on the impinging frequency,
it suffers from stringent fabrication requirements, narrow
bandwidths and limited number of DOFs. The popular way
for vectorial holography is the multi-atom approach, which
employed frequency-decoupledphasemodulations, and the
multi-atom design principle can significantly increase the
DOF of optical field manipulation, as the variable parame-
ters in a multi-atom unit cell are significantly increased
compared with the single-atom unit cell design [90–94].

As shown in Figure 1B, a tetratomic metasurface
was proposed to multiplex a vectorial hologram behind
two different holographic images produced by the right
circular polarized (RCP) light and left circular polarized
(LCP) light. Two independent sets of holograms for the
RCP and LCP light are interleaved as the “X” shape in the
meta-molecule. An extra vectorial hologram is encrypted in
the overlap area of the former two images by encoding the
phase difference between the meta-holograms for the RCP
and LCP light. When holographic images related to
different polarizations overlap, a number of linear polari-
zations can be realized in the holographic image, and
additional information can be decrypted. By continuously
changing the phase difference of the incident RCP and
LCP, the image in the overlapping area can be modulated
[95]. This interleaved tetratomic approach provides addi-
tional DOF for multiplexing and encrypting.

To obtain robust multi-DOF optical field manipulation
with less fabrication demands and broadband perfor-
mance, a pixelated metasurface consisting of multiple
phase gradient supercells was proposed [96]. As shown in
Figure 1C, two rows of phase gradient arrangement of 12

single sized nanobars form a pixelatedmeta-molecule [97].
The starting orientation angle of both rows results in an
effective detour phase that is exploited to address phase
information of the meta-holograms, while different orien-
tation angle increment can modulate the phase gradient
and polarization of an independent image at a given
deflection angle. The dimension of the dielectric building
block in the bottom and top lines could be also adjusted to
further control the amplitude difference between RCP and
LCP light. In this way, the amplitude and phase response of
incident RCP and LCP, as well as the diffraction direction
could be independently modulated by the supercell pixel.
As arbitrary full polarizations covering the Poincaré sphere
could be constructed by the dual amplitude and phase
modulation based on the circular polarization basis, ho-
lographic images with arbitrarily controlled polarization
states at designed diffraction directions could be generated
under the normal incidence. By interleaving multiple
phase gradient supercells with random initial phase,
discretely distributed holographic images with linear, cir-
cular and elliptical polarizations could be simultaneously
produced at different positions of the far field. Based on the
phase gradient supercell design with single-sized nano-
bars, broadband polarization-maintaining vectorial holo-
gram can be constructed [98], as shown in Figure 1D. In
such polarization-maintaining metasurface, three rows of
phase gradient supercell are employed. To eliminate the
frequency-dependent response of different sized nanobars,
single-sized nanobars were used and the amplitude of
RCP/LCP is modulated by the orientation angle difference
between adjacent phase gradient rows, yielding constant
polarization parameters (azimuthal angle and ellipticity)
over all frequencies. To further eliminate the angular
dispersion caused by the high-order diffraction effect, a
metasurface doublet formed by two layers of pixelated
metasurface can be exploited as shown in Figure 1D. With
opposite phase gradient designed along each layer of the
metasurface, the angular dispersion can be readily
compensated after the incident light passes through both
layers. As a result, both the polarization states and prop-
agation direction aremaintained for broadbandwhite light
illuminations [98]. Generally speaking, increasing the
number ofmeta-atoms in the unit-cell can increase theDOF
of light field manipulation. However, the DOF cannot in-
crease endlessly with the meta-atom number, because it is
intrinsically limited by other physical constraint, such as
the total parameter number existing in a Jones matrix. In
addition, increasing meta-atom number may induce other
problems such as the design complexity, lower efficiency
and strong crosstalk.
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Figure 1: Multi-atomic metasurfaces for vectorial holography.
(A) Diatomicmetasurfaces for vectorial holographywith spatially varying polarizations based on combined geometric phase and detour phase
modulations [64]. (B) Tetratomicmetasurfaces for switchable vectorial holography under the incidence of RCPand LCP [95]. (C) Pixelatedmulti-
atomic metasurfaces for the full-polarization-reconstructed multi-directional meta-hologram [97]. (D) Angular nondispersive design with
pixelated multi-atomic metasurface doublet [98].
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3 Vectorial holography with
continuously distributed
polarizations

Previous multi-atom interleaving approach for vectorial
holography can effectively modulate holographic images
with a finite number of polarization states, each polariza-
tion states were encoded by a kind of large supercell
composed of multiple meta-atoms. In this section, we re-
view continuous vectorial holograms that could modulate
an infinite number of polarization states in a more general
way. The straight forward way to produce continuous po-
larization distributions can be realized by superposing two
identical holographic images with a spatially continuous
phase difference. Figure 2A shows the construction of
continuous polarization distribution loaded on a holo-
graphic image produced by LCP and RCP incident light. A
relative phase difference between the LCP and RCP
component is continuously modulated by arranging two
sets of nanobars with a relative displacement, while each
set of nanobars encodes an identical holographic image by
the geometric PB phase. In this way, a continuous varying
linear polarization superposed by the two circular polari-
zations was obtained, which was mixed into the holo-
graphic image. Observing the holographic image after a
polarizer with different orientation angles, continuously
moving shadows upon the image appear, which clearly
verified the continuous polarization-varying characteris-
tics of the vectorial holographic image [99] [Right panel of
Figure 2A]. In Figure 2B, Zhang et al. combined the reso-
nance effect and geometric phase of the metasurface to
simultaneously shape the amplitude, phase, and polari-
zation of light, and build a vectorial hologram with
dynamically tuned linear polarization profiles [100]. By
optimizing the cross section and the rotation of the nano-
pillars, five-level amplitude, continuous phase, and po-
larization modulation were achieved. By sequentially
selecting specific input and output polarization combina-
tions, the dynamic display of each vector part on the
Fourier plane is realized. To realize the most general 3D
vectorial polarization distribution upon the holographic
image, Ren et al. resorted to the machine learning inverse
design technique [101]. A multilayer perceptron artificial
neural network was employed to model the accurate rela-
tionship between the arbitrary 3D vector field of the
wavefront and the 2D vector field distributions upon the
hologram, as shown in Figure 2C. In this way, a vectorial
hologram with two digital functions of a phase hologram
and a 2D vector field distribution is designed to reconstruct

a 3D vectorial holographic image. This 3D vectorial ho-
lography allows the lensless reconstruction of a 3D vecto-
rial holographic image with an ultrawide viewing angle of
94° and a high diffraction efficiency of 78%, necessary for
floating displays.

Compared with the vectorial holography with
continuous-varying linear polarization, the ability to ach-
ieve continuous-varying arbitrary polarizations covering
the full Poincaré sphere is more challenging. Typically, it
requires new hologram algorithms to handle the relation-
ship between the near-field and far-field with respect to not
just amplitude and phase parameters, but also the
azimuthal angle and ellipticity parameters contained in the
polarization information. The whole design procedure acts
on the entire metasurface parameters, not just the one by
one unit-cell design previously employed by the multi-
atom interleaving approach. With this respect, Faraon
et al. proposed and employed a modified Gerchberg–Sax-
ton (GS) algorithm to design such vectorial holograms.
Because in the polarization of light for fully polarized
beams, there are three independent DOFs, in this modified
GS algorithm, the amplitudes of both x and y polarized
light, as well as their relative phase are considered. At the
beginning of the design procedure, a uniform phase was
assigned in the hologram plane. At the following iterative
steps, the fields of both polarization components are
calculated by the Fourier transforms, and the relative
phase between calculated field components should satisfy
the predesigned value. To make the iterative symmetric for
the two polarizations, the predesigned relative phase is
added in the x and y field components in odd and even
steps, respectively. In this way, holographic images with
arbitrary polarization states covering the whole Poincaré
sphere could be constructed. Based on such powerful
capability, they demonstrated the projection of data in
arbitrary red-green-blue (RGB) full-color images to the
three Stocks parameters (S1, S2, S3) of the vectorial holo-
graphic image [65], as shown in Figure 2D.

Afterwards, Song et al. applied such modified GS al-
gorithm under circular polarization bases and realized the
continuous-varying vectorial holography based on the
pixelated supercell metasurfaces [66]. In this vectorial
hologram, arbitrary far-field light distribution with
continuous-varying local polarizations, including pre-
designed azimuthal angle (orientation) and ellipticity
profile is realized, as shown in Figure 2E. Each pixel unit of
themetasurface is composed of four rows of phase gradient
supercells. The top two rows and the bottom two rows of
the supercell are arranged counterclockwise and clock-
wise, respectively, with the same orientation increment
angle. Each building block of the pixel, the pillar element
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structure, acts as a half-wave plate, converting the chirality
of the incident circular polarization, and applying a geo-
metric phase of ±2δ, where δ is the rotation angle of each

pillar (“−” and “+”, respectively, indicate clockwise and
counterclockwise rotation). The linear polarization input
light can be decomposed into two CP beams, which are

Figure 2: Vectorial holography with continuously modulated polarization distribution.
(A) Left: LCP and RCP beams reflected from the metasurface form two identical holographic images but with a spatially continuous phase
difference. The unit cell ofmetasurface. Right: vectorial holographic imagewith spatial continuous linear polarization distribution [99]. (B) The
dynamic display of vectorial meta-holography with 4-fold degeneracy by selecting the desired linear polarization combination continuously
[100]. (C) A neural network approach used for constructing a continuous 3D vectorial field in the image space from the 2D vector field
distribution in the hologram plane [101]. (D) A metasurface vectorial hologram projecting the full polarization parameters encoding an RGB
image [65]. (E) Vectorial Fourier metasurface of arbitrary far-field light distribution of intensity and continuous polarization distribution [66].
(F) The Jones matrix holograms whose far-fields have designer-specified waveplate or polarizer responses [67].
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deflected to the same angle θt. The starting orientation
angle of the four lines from top to bottomare δ+, δ++Δδ+, δ−,
and δ−+Δδ−, where Δδ± and δ± are, respectively, used to
control the relative amplitude and phase between LCP and
RCP. The holographic phase information is, respectively,
encoded in LCP and RCP, and arbitrary polarization is
realized by the superposition of two CP beams. Because
only geometric PB phase are involved in the pixelated
metasurface, broadband decoupling of intensity and po-
larization is readily achieved in such vectorial Fourier
metasurface. Therefore, by varying the value of δ± and Δδ±,
arbitrary amplitude and phase information in the meta-
surface plane can be assigned to each pixel independently
from the others, so as to control far-field amplitude and
polarization information at will.

Recently, anothermodifiedGS algorithmbase on Jones
matrix was proposed by Rubin et al. Different from previ-
ous approaches that only deal with the polarization states
of output light, the Jones matrix approach instead seeks to
control the polarization transfer function between incident
light and output light, and therefore can deal with themost
general vectorial holography problem under arbitrary
incident light illumination. Therefore, all types of polari-
zation functionalities, such as polarizer and waveplate
functions can be merged into holograms, leading to
polarizer-type hologram and waveplate hologram. In the
iterative process, instead of updating the single-valued
scalar quantity, all the four Jones matrix elements were
updated based on the Fourier transform. In each step, the
Jones matrix J was decomposed to a Hermitian (lossy,
polarizer-like) matrixH and a unitary (lossless, waveplate-
like) matrix U based on matrix polar decomposition. This
decomposition process is the matrix analog of the scalar
polar decomposition of a complex number into amplitude
and phase. The obtained Hermitian matrix H, and unitary
matrix U play the role of amplitude and phase in the scalar
case, respectively. Similar to the amplitude homogeniza-
tion process in the conventional GS algorithm, the Hermi-
tian part H of the Jones matrix was discarded, while the
overall phase of theUnitary partUwas added to the desired
Jones matrix that describe the pre-designed intensity and
polarization profiles [67]. For the polarizer-type hologram,
each point at the holographic image can be considered as a
local polarizer that was able to analyze a pre-designed
polarization covering the full Poincare sphere. The local
intensity of the holographic imagewill change according to
the analyzing polarization state by the pre-designed
spatially varying local polarizers, as shown in Figure 2F.
For the waveplate-type hologram, the metasurface is
designed to diffract light into a disk in the far-field of uni-
form intensity. Each point in the disk is designed to

implement a different waveplate operation whose retard-
ance varies from 0 to π along the radial direction and fast-
axis orientation varies in the azimuthal direction.

4 Full-color vectorial holography

In addition to the vectorial holography realized in a single
wavelength, multi-wavelength controlled holography is
more fascinating as the vivid full-color holographic display
can be anticipated. Conventional color holography [102]
usually suffers from poor image quality, limited color
gamut, and narrow viewing angle [103]. Thanks to the
flexible optical field manipulation capability with different
spectral responses, metasurface provides a novel solution
for producing high-performance color holograms [104–109].
Color holograms realized on metasurfaces can actually be
regarded as information multiplexing at multiple wave-
lengths. Light with three primary colors (red, green and
blue) wavelengths is selected as the basic information
carrying channels for wavelength multiplexing. Through
resonant tuning of individual meta-atoms [110, 111] or
angular dispersion engineering [112], image components
for different colors can be redirected into the right posi-
tions to form the desired full-color image. To make the
colorful holographic image have vectorial properties, the
simultaneous control of polarization and wavelength is
essential. With this respect, Lin et al. demonstrated a spin-
wavelength encoding approach that allows 6-bit control of
incident light in both polarization and wavelength di-
mensions [113]. As shown in Figure 3A, both of the two
circular polarization channels and three primary color
channels (R, G, B) were exploited to store the holographic
information based on amulti-wavelength GS algorithm. As
a result, a total (26–1) information storage units could be
achieved. Such approach could be readily extended to
design versatile wavelength-multiplexed vectorial holo-
graphic devices for color display, optical encryption and
encoding. As shown in Figure 3B, a tri-polarization channel
and trichromatic holography were constructed in a
noninterleaved way. Different holographic image combi-
nations are designed for different combinations of input–
output polarization pairs. And the three primary color
channels are coupled into the three independent polari-
zation pair channels to achieve the full-color vectorial
holography, resulting in high-quality and high-efficiency
vectorial meta-holography with the large field of view
(FOV) in the whole visible regime [114].

Previous colorful vectorial holography only involves a
few controlled polarization states formultiplexing. In order
to achieve the spatially varying polarization distribution
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above a full-color image, Deng et al. proposed a multi-DOF
metasurface that can simultaneously control the phase,
amplitude, polarization and spectral responses of light
[68]. A full-color complex-amplitude vectorial hologram
has been achieved, which was able to construct spatially
varying linear polarization profiles above a full-color ho-
lographic image, as shown in Figure 3C. This approach
adopted a diatomic unit-cell under the metagrating
configuration, the amplitude, phase andpolarization of the
diffracted light in the -1st diffraction order can be analyti-
cally modulated by the orientation angle difference,
displacement sumand orientation angle sum, respectively.
Different color components of the holographic image were
arranged by k-space engineering of the angular dispersion.

Subsequently, full-color vectorial holography with
spatially-varying full polarization profiles beyond linear
polarization was achieved by Guo et al. as shown in
Figure 3D. In their approach, full-color holographic images
were multiplexed with arbitrary polarization channels
through vector superposition and k-space engineering

based on the geometric phase metasurface of four-atom
macros-pixels [69]. All the DOFs in the polarization
including its azimuthal angle and ellipticity were
completely controlled by the full-color vectorial hologram.
Due to the wavelength independent feature of the geo-
metric phase modulation, the three reconstructed color
components preserve the same polarization when the
selected meta-atommeet the constant phase retardation at
the RGB wavelengths. Consequently, the metasurfaces
enables the reconstruction of full-color image encoded
with arbitrary polarizations including linear, circular and
elliptical polarizations. Due to the full free tuning of po-
larization and color space, application scenarios such as
holographic three-dimensional imaging and information
encryption could be anticipated. Note that, when vectorial
holography is combinedwith color, information capacity is
largely increased, making it harder to reduce the crosstalk
between different wavelengths and different polarizations.
Therefore, current work only demonstrated the uniform
polarization among the entire holographic image or a

Figure 3: Full-colored metasurface vectorial holography.
(A) A multitasked metasurface with noninterleaved single-size Si nanobrick arrays and minimalist spatial freedom demonstrating massive
information on simultaneously color and polarization encoded holograms [113]. (B) A noninterleaved metasurface used to realize colorful
vectorial holography with trichromatic colors and tripolarization channels [114]. (C) A full-color complex-amplitude hologram that
simultaneously controls the amplitude, phase, and polarization, and multiplexes the wavelength [68]. (D) Left: the full-color full-polarization
holographic images upon the illumination of linearly polarized laser beamswith red, green, and blue (RGB) colors, generated by vectorial and
k-space engineering. Right: the tetratomic metasurface and a tetratomic macro pixel [69].
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holographic image block. But in principle, multiple po-
larization distributions can be encoded into different areas
and different colors of the holographic image.

5 Vectorial holography integrated
with near-field nanoprint

With further increased optical field manipulation DOFs
enabled by metasurfaces, vectorial holograph that ma-
nipulates the wavefront of far-field light could be inte-
grated with near-field manipulations including grayscale
nanoprint [115–117] and structure color-print [118–122],
open new avenues for information encryption and anti-
counterfeiting applications [123–133]. Zhang et al. pro-
posed a multichannel metasurface device that combines
the functionality of polarization hologram and spatially
varying linear polarization profiles in the near-field based
on purely geometric PB phase modulation [134]. This
metasurface contains a hologram recording two holo-
graphic images for circular polarization components, and
at the same time encodes an image in the near-field. As
shown in Figure 4A, when illuminating the metasurface
with linearly polarized incident light, nonuniform linear
polarization profile was generated along the vertical
direction for a grayscale image (a horse) encoding. On the
other hand, upon the circular polarization incidence, two
holographic images [a quick response (QR) code and the
University logo] appear in the far-field, which could be
seen by naked eyes. The meta-device provides the possi-
bility of high-level anticounterfeiting of compact optical
devices with high-density functions.

Exploiting more DOFs in a tetratomic configuration,
Liu et al. proposed a multifunctional metasurface that can
integrate polarization multiplexed far-field holography
and polarization multiplexed near-field nanoprint simul-
taneously under arbitrary polarization basis [135], as
shown in Figure 4B. The metasurface composed of sub-
wavelength-spaced TiO2 nanopillars. By superposing two
types of meta-atoms with simultaneously controlled geo-
metric PB phase and propagation phase, the amplitude/
phase under each polarization component was able to be
expressed by the orientation angle sum/difference of the
two types of meta-atoms, providing a direct guideline to
link the meta-atom parameters to required amplitude/
phase values of light. In this way, powerful capability of
simultaneous and independent control of both phase and
amplitude for arbitrary orthogonal polarization state basis
can be achieved. Such powerful capability also provides
the possibility to point by point modulate the full

information of coherent light including its phase, ampli-
tude, polarization azimuthal angle and ellipticity simul-
taneously and independently with four DOFs. For linear
and circular polarization basis, the required meta-atom
parameters for a given set of modulated amplitude and
phase parameters can be explicitly obtained by analytical
formulas. While for the most general elliptical polarization
basis, the relationship between the structure parameters
and the modulated parameters can be obtained by solving
characteristic equations and eigenvectors of the con-
structed Jones matrix. With such powerful multi-DOF
capability, dual-channel near-field manipulation with
switchable polarizations, as well as vectorial holographic
image displaying in the far field were simultaneously
achieved, facilitating compact photonic devices for polar-
ization optics, information encoding, optical data storage,
and security.

The combination of vectorial holography with struc-
ture color-print was demonstrated by a pixelated meta-
surface [136]. As shown in Figure 4C, under white light, the
devicewill display a two-colored QR code image in the near
field. On the other hand, by coherent light illumination,
vectorial holographic images appear in the far-field, and
different polarization states can be encoded in different
part of the holographic image. This is basically achieved by
combining phase modulation and spectral modulation in
an asymmetric bar-shaped nano-waveguide. The nanobars
act simultaneously as Mie-scatters and truncated wave-
guide, with the ability to independently modulate phase
(waveguide effect) and reflection spectra (Mie-scatterer).
Such simultaneousmodulationwould lead to bi-functional
metasurfaces that integrate structural coloring and holo-
graphic imaging into a single device. By further integrating
the metasurface with the liquid crystal (LC) analyzer,
electrically tunable vectorial holographic color printing
was realized. Based on this approach, optical information
channels have been drastically increased promising for
advanced optical encryption platform. Based on the inde-
pendent control of the RGB intensity and phase, another
metasurface that could simultaneously exhibit arbitrary
hue, saturation, brightness (HSB) color nanoprinting and a
full-color hologram imagewas proposed [118]. A resolution
∼36,000 dpi can be achieved in their HSB color printing.
Their findings open up possibilities for high-resolution and
high-fidelity optical security devices as well as advanced
cryptographic approaches. Meanwhile, the structure-color
integrated vectorial holography was also demonstrated in
a silicon metasurface with the capability of independent
control of the complex-amplitude in elliptical polarization
basis [137]. As shown in Figure 4D, in any orthogonal
elliptical polarization state pairs, two independent
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full-color printing images and vectorial holographic
images were simultaneously encoded in a single-layer
metasurface. For two holographic images, an RGB flower
and umbrella were designed, which can be reconstructed
at the predesigned elliptical polarization incidence. While
in the near-field area, structure color images demon-
strating English letters and Arabic numbers were revealed
at the two elliptical polarization states. With such capa-
bility, it is potentially useful for future imaging technology,
optical data storage, and complex field generation.

6 Conclusions and perspective

In conclusion, we have overviewed recent progress on the
metasurface empowered vectorial holograms. Vectorial
holographic images with spatially varying polarizations
were first constructed by multi-atom metasurfaces with
flexible phase and polarization control. Then, versatile

continuous polarization distributions upon holographic
images were realized with the help of modified iterative
algorithm including modified GS algorithm, Jones matrix
GS algorithm, andmachine learning algorithm. Beyond the
single-wavelength vectorial holography, full-color vecto-
rial holograms were also constructed by simultaneously
modulate the phase, polarization and frequency by meta-
atoms. With further intensity or frequency response mod-
ulation in the near-field, far-field vectorial holographic
image encoding and near-field nonprinting can be com-
bined in the same metasurface layer, largely increased the
functionality integration degrees.

Compared with conventional scalar holography,
vectorial holography represents the ‘real’ complete
recording of light wavefront by including its inherent
polarization nature, largely increased the information
capacity carried by the light wavefront. The hidden images
revealed by the polarization profile demonstrate new in-
formation encoding capabilities, providing new avenues

Figure 4: The combination of near-field image encoding and far-field vectorial holography.
(A) The multichannel metadevice that combines holographic images and a grayscale image nanoprint for anticounterfeiting and encryption
[134]. (B) A four-channel TiO2 metasurface device that generates grayscale nanoprinting-hologram images under the illumination of RCP and
LCP, respectively, in the near field and far field [135]. (C) A bi-functional metasurface that combines structural color printing and vectorial
holography [136]. (D) A silicon metasurface realizes two independent full-color printed images and vectorial holograms [137].
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on optical encryption and anticounterfeiting applications.
With additional frequency DOF provided by metasurface,
the full-color vectorial holography was capable of produc-
ing vivid colorful stereo images, promising for novel color
display elements. The integrated hologram-nonprinting
multi-functionalities further increased the information
capacity, promising advances on full space vectorial wave-
front manipulation.

Based on the emerging vectorial holography technol-
ogy, developing practical compact optical elements inte-
grating both polarization and diffraction functionalities
will be an important research topic in the years ahead.
Replacing cascaded optical diffraction elements and opti-
cal polarization elements in traditional bulky optical sys-
tem, optical vectorial diffraction elements constructed by
vectorial holography technology will significantly minia-
turize the optical system, promising portable optical
products in our daily life. In addition, dynamic tunability in
metasurface vectorial holography is another important
issue and a huge challenge that would be intensively
exploited in the upcoming researches. The dynamic
modulation will be the most challenges in the vectorial
holography field. The functionalities of most current met-
asurface holograms are static after design. An ideal and
universal method for realizing dynamic metasurface
holograms is to control the interaction between the waves
and each nanostructure of the metasurface at high speed.
This requires a metasurface-based spatial light modulator
(SLM) with desired refresh rate, modulation efficiency and
broadband response performance in the optical frequency
range. Outperforming conventional SLM with only scalar
phase responses, vectorial SLM with arbitrary phase and
polarization control in a reconfigurable way could be a
revolutionary advance in optical holography community.
Although dynamic control technology based on reprog-
rammable coding metasurfaces [138], phase change ma-
terials [139–141], and electro-optic modulations [142, 143]
has been proposed, it is still very difficult to obtain arbi-
trary adjustable wavefront modulation in real time and
achieve dynamic display of visible light. With the devel-
opment of nanofabrication technology and the gradual
maturity of metasurface design strategies, we believe that
those problems will be solved in the near future.
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